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Company: Exoticca

Location: Spain

Category: computer-and-mathematical

What is Exoticca?

Do you like traveling? Do you enjoy the exotic? Do you like challenges? If the answer

is YES, welcome to Exoticca!

Exoticca is a company that started in 2013 by professionals specialized in the creation and

online distribution of trips. Our mission is to offer our clients the possibility to visit the most

beautiful and stimulating places on our planet, though the best holiday packages, at

unbelievable prices. We are a highly ambitious and well-funded start-up, backed by top

national and international investors that have also participated in the growth of other success

stories, such as Glovo, SinDelantal.com, or Idealista, among others.

At Exoticca we are looking for people who want to offer their best to create unforgettable

experiences for our customers. We are a young, dynamic, multicultural team in rapid

international growth, seeking new partners to help us create the best and most forward-thinking

travel company of our generation.

What are we proposing?

We are looking for tech-heroes with the desire to contribute to our mission, who admire

different world cultures and have huge respect for the environment, who moreover feel

energized with challenges and love being part of our company growth.

As a Software Architect, you will lead our squads in designing and implementing high-quality

software solutions. The Software Architect will be responsible for defining the architectural

vision, ensuring technical feasibility, and guiding the development process.

Your new and fresh ideas will always be welcomed to build the software that makes our
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vision a scalable reality.

Responsibilities

Define and communicate the software architecture to development teams, ensuring they

understand the vision and implementation details.

Collaborate with product owners, business analysts, and development teams to gather

and analyze requirements for new projects.

Design scalable, maintainable, and efficient software solutions that meet business

objectives.

Evaluate and recommend appropriate technologies, platforms, and tools for each project.

Provide technical guidance and mentorship to development teams, ensuring that

architectural standards and best practices are followed.

Conduct code reviews and perform technical assessments to ensure adherence to

architectural guidelines.

Lead efforts to identify and address technical debt and architectural improvements.

Collaborate with cross-functional teams to address performance, scalability, and

security considerations.

Requirements

Bachelor's degree in Computer Science, Engineering, or a related field.

5 years of experience in software development, with a proven track record in architecture

and design.

Proficiency in one or more programming languages (e.g., TypeScript, Python, C#,

PHP).

Strong understanding of software design patterns, architectural styles, and best practices.

Experience with cloud platforms and services (e.g., AWS, Azure, GCP).

Excellent problem-solving skills and the ability to work independently or as part of a team.



Strong communication skills with the ability to convey technical concepts to non-technical

stakeholders.

Benefits

Competitive compensation package, in line with job responsibilities and experience.

Individual Training Budget.

Flexible compensation on transportation and food with Cobee also in our private health

insurance.

Flexible working schedule, just make sure you meet your monthly goals!

100% Remote working (from Spain).

Permanent contract from the start.

Travel with Exoticca at reduced prices !!!

Referral bonus, if you bring people as talented as you can earn a very nice bonus!

And last but not least, becoming part of a fun and motivated multicultural team at

an agile and rapid growing organization where teamwork, drive, commitment, resilience

and being customer-centric are the core values.

Exoticca is an equal opportunity employer. Diversity and inclusiveness are our core. We do

not discriminate on the basis of race, color, religion, marital status, age, national origin,

ancestry, physical or mental disability, medical condition, pregnancy, genetic information,

gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, veteran status, or any other status

protected under European, country, or local law.
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